United Greek Council

Trans* Inclusion Policies

**Alpha Psi Lambda National, Inc.**

Why Alpha Psi Lambda? We are the first and largest coed, Latino-interest fraternity in the Nation. Being coed makes us unique and provides members with real world experiences helping to prepare them for their futures.

[https://www.alphapsilambda.net/join](https://www.alphapsilambda.net/join)

**Gamma Alpha Omega Sorority, Inc**

In 2010, our Sorority changed our nondiscrimination policy to include gender expression and gender identity to include anyone who identified as a female. In recent weeks, our Sorority continues to be a pioneer through inclusive and innovative practices. At the most recent House of Delegates meeting at the 22nd National Convention in Milwaukee, WI, our national, regional, and chapter leadership adopted LGBTQ+ inclusive language and terminology in all National Governing documents.


**Lambda Phi Epsilon International Fraternity, Inc**

During the 29th Convention of the Lambda Phi Epsilon International Fraternity, the House of Delegates, the Fraternity’s legislative body, ratified an amendment to the Constitution to define gender identity explicitly, and to allow all those who identify as male to be eligible for membership in the Fraternity.

“Lambda Phi Epsilon has prided itself on being a progressive organization, and this action, taken at the behest of the active membership, is a testament to that progressivism,” said International President William Tan. “I am proud of the membership, and their dedication to the principle that leadership among men should be open to all men.”


**Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc**

“About Lambda Theta Alpha Lambda Theta Alpha was founded at Kean University in 1975 as the first Latina sorority in the nation. Lambda Theta Alpha strives to develop
strong leaders that produce and engage in political, social, and cultural activities. Based on the principles of Unity, Love and Respect, the Sorority was established for the unification of women through charitable and educational programs. Although Lambda Theta Alpha is Latin by tradition, the Sorority is inclusive to all women regardless of race, color, creed, sexual identity, gender expression, or religious beliefs.”


**Alpha Nu Multicultural Sorority, Inc.**
- No found policy

**Alpha Pi Omega**
- No found policy

**Chi Delta Sigma**
- No found policy

**Chi Sigma Alpha National Sorority, Inc – Associate Chapter**
- No found policy

**Gamma Iota Omicron Fraternity, Inc**
- No found policy

**Kappa Delta Chi Sorority, Inc**
- No found policy

**La Hermandad de O eMe Te**
- No found policy

**Omega Delta Phi Fraternity, Inc**
- No found policy

**Omega Phi Chi Multicultural Sorority Incorporated**
- No found policy

**Sigma Lambda Beta International Fraternity Incorporated**
- No found policy

**Sigma Lambda Gamma National Sorority Inc.**
- No found policy
Note:

Organizations with no national policy may accept transgender people as potential new members on a campus-to-campus basis. For example, Kappa Sigma at Oklahoma State University openly accepts transgender members; however, Kappa Sigma has no existing national policy on the subject.